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LAWVERE THEORIES, FINITARY MONADS AND
CAUCHY-COMPLETION
RICHARD GARNER
Abstract. We consider the equivalence of Lawvere theories and finitary
monads on Set from the perspective of Endf (Set)-enriched category the-
ory, where Endf (Set) is the category of finitary endofunctors of Set. We
identify finitary monads with one-object Endf (Set)-categories, and ordinary
categories admitting finite powers (i.e., n-fold products of each object with
itself) with Endf (Set)-categories admitting a certain class Φ of absolute
colimits; we then show that, from this perspective, the passage from a fini-
tary monad to the associated Lawvere theory is given by completion under
Φ-colimits. We also account for other phenomena from the enriched view-
point: the equivalence of the algebras for a finitary monad with the models
of the corresponding Lawvere theory; the functorial semantics in arbitrary
categories with finite powers; and the existence of left adjoints to algebraic
functors.
1. Introduction
At the heart of universal algebra is the notion of equational theory—a first-
order theory whose axioms are exclusively of the form (∀x1) . . . (∀xn)(σ = τ).
There is an elegant category-theoretic treatment of equational theories due to
Lawvere [17]: for each equational theory T , one may define a category T with
finite products such that models of T correspond to finite-product-preserving
functors T→ Set. The objects of T are the distinct finite powers Xn of a fixed
object X, whilst morphisms Xn → Xm are m-tuples of derived n-ary operations
of T ; a category of this form is called a Lawvere theory.
A second way of treating equational theories categorically is using monads: to
each equational theory T , we associate a monad T on the category of sets whose
algebras are exactly the T -models. The value of T at a set X is given by the set
of derived terms of the theory with free variables from X. Since each derived
term involves only finitely many variables, the action of T is entirely determined
by its behaviour on finite sets; formally, this says that the monad T is finitary,
in the sense that its underlying endofunctor preserves filtered colimits.
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The formulations in terms of finitary monads and Lawvere theories are equiv-
alent; more precisely, we have an equivalence of categories
(1.1) Mndf (Set) ≃ Law
which commutes (to within pseudonatural equivalence) with the functors sending
a finitary monad to its category of algebras, and a Lawvere theory to its category
of models (a model of a Lawvere theory T being, as above, a finite-product-
preserving functor T → Set). This equivalence was essentially established by
Linton in [20]; for modern treatments the reader could consult, for instance, [1]
or [24]; for a historical overview, see [9].
The equivalence (1.1) has been extended in many directions [21, 24, 23, 15, 2]
to deal with other notions of algebraic structure: for example, ones with different
kinds of arities for the operations, with different rules for handling variable
contexts, or with different objects than sets bearing the structure. Yet as natural
as these extensions are, they do not offer a compelling explanation as to why
the monad–theory correspondence should exist in the first place.
This article will attempt such an explanation, making use of a seemingly un-
related insight of Lawvere: his description in [18] of metric spaces as enriched
categories in the sense of [13]. His treatment emphasises particularly the process
of completing an enriched category under absolute colimits, those colimit-types
which are preserved by any functor. Applied to a metric space, seen as an
enriched category, this completion yields the classical Cauchy completion, and
the name Cauchy-completion has subsequently come to refer to the completion
of any kind of enriched category under absolute colimits. A notable applica-
tion of these ideas is [28], which identifies sheaves on a given site with certain
Cauchy-complete categories enriched over an associated bicategory B. Our ap-
plication will use Cauchy-completion over a suitable enrichment base to explain
the monad–theory correspondence.
In more detail, we will consider categories enriched in Endf (Set), the cate-
gory of finitary endofunctors of Set with its compositional monoidal structure.
Amongst the totality of such enriched categories, we find:
(1) Every finitary monad T on the category of sets; and
(2) Every ordinary category with finite powers, so in particular:
(a) Every Lawvere theory T;
(b) The category Set of sets.
On the one hand, finitary monads as in (1) are precisely monoids inEndf (Set),
thus, one-object Endf (Set)-categories; on the other, we will identify ordinary
categories as in (2) with the Endf (Set)-categories admitting a certain class Φ
of absolute colimits. The Endf (Set)-categories of the form (2)—which we call
representable—are reflective amongst all Endf (Set)-categories, with reflector
given by Cauchy-completion with respect to the class Φ; and the key to our
reconstruction of the equivalence (1.1) is that this Cauchy-completion applied
to a finitary monad T yields precisely the associated Lawvere theory T.
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This perspective also explains the interaction of the equivalence (1.1) with
models. On viewing a finitary monad T or a Lawvere theory T as an Endf (Set)-
category, we find that the categories Alg(T) and Mod(T) of algebras or models
are the respective categories of Endf (Set)-functors from T or T into Set. Since
the Endf (Set)-category of sets is representable, the universal property of the
representable reflection asserts the equivalence
Alg(T) = Endf (Set)-CAT(T,Set) ≃ Endf (Set)-CAT(T,Set) = Mod(T)
of the algebras of the monad with the models of the theory.
We will account for two further phenomena from the enriched-categorical per-
spective. The first is the possibility of taking models in categories other than
Set. This is most easily understood in the formulation using Lawvere theories:
a model of a Lawvere theory T can be defined in any category C with finite
powers as a finite-power-preserving functor T → C. On the face of it, it is less
clear how to take algebras in C of a finitary monad T in a way that is functorial
in T and C. This is where the enriched perspective is superior: both models of a
Lawvere theory and algebras of a finitary monad in C may be defined with equal
simplicity as Endf (Set)-enriched functors from the theory or the monad into C,
seen as an Endf (Set)-enriched category.
The second further point we consider is the construction of left adjoints to
algebraic functors. Taking the Lawvere theory perspective, an algebraic functor
is a functor Mod(T, C)→Mod(S, C) induced by composition with a map S→
T of Lawvere theories. It is known that such functors have left adjoints under
rather general circumstances (see [12], for example); we will consider when they
may be constructed by Endf (Set)-enriched left Kan extension. It turns out
that this is the case just when unenriched left Kan extensions along the ordinary
functor S→ T exist and distribute appropriately over finite powers.
In this article, we have only considered the classical correspondence between
finitary monads and Lawvere theories; but each of the generalisations of the
monad–theory correspondence listed above should also arise in this manner on
replacing Endf (Set) by some other appropriate monoidal category or bicategory
of endofunctors; in future work with Hyland, we will study generalised monad–
theory correspondences using enrichment over the Kleisli bicategories of [5, 8].
2. Finitary monads and their algebras via enriched categories
2.1. Finitary monads as [F,Set]-categories. In this section, we describe
finitary monads on Set and their algebras from the perspective of enriched
category theory. As in the introduction, our base for enrichment will be the
category of finitary endofunctors of Set; however, following [14, Section 4], we
will find it convenient to work not with Endf (Set) itself, but with an equivalent
and more elementary category.
Let F denote the full subcategory of Set spanned by the finite cardinals. F is
in fact the free category with finite colimits on 1, and so by [13, Proposition 5.41]
the inclusion I : F→ Set exhibits Set as the free completion of F under filtered
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colimits. Restriction and left Kan extension along I thus exhibits Endf (Set)
as equivalent to the functor category [F,Set]. The compositional monoidal
structure of Endf (Set) transports across the equivalence to yield a monoidal
structure on [F,Set] whose unit object is the inclusion I, and whose tensor
product is defined as on the left in:
(A⊗B)(n) =
∫m∈F
Am× (Bn)m [B,C](m) =
∫
n∈F[(Bn)
m, Cn] .
We record for future use that this monoidal structure is non-symmetric and right
closed, meaning that each (–) ⊗ B : [F,Set] → [F,Set] admits a right adjoint
[B, –], defined as on the right above. The category of monoids in [F,Set] is,
of course, equivalent to the category of monoids in Endf (Set) and so to the
category of finitary monads on Set, and so we have:
2.2. Proposition. The category Mndf (Set) of finitary monads on Set is equiv-
alent to the category of one-object [F,Set]-categories.
2.3. Monad algebras as [F,Set]-functors. We now describe algebras for fini-
tary monads and the maps between them in terms of [F,Set]-enriched functors
and transformations. For this, we use an analysis which appears in can be traced
back to [11, Section 3]; it is based on certain general considerations concerning
monoidal actions, which may be found, for example, in [10].
Suppose that V is a monoidal category. By a monoidal action of V on a
category W, we mean a functor ⋄ : V×W →W together with a strong monoidal
structure on its transpose V → [W,W] (viewing [W,W] as strict monoidal under
composition); to give this strong monoidal structure is equally to give natural
isomorphisms I ⋄X ∼= X and (A⊗A′) ⋄X ∼= A ⋄ (A′ ⋄X) satisfying the evident
coherence laws. The action is said to be right closed if each (–) ⋄ X : V → W
admits a right adjoint 〈X, –〉 : W → V, with counit components ε : 〈X,Y 〉 ⋄
X → Y , say. In these circumstances, the category W acquires a V-enrichment,
with hom-objects the 〈X,Y 〉’s and identities and composition I → 〈X,X〉 and
〈Y,Z〉 ⊗ 〈X,Y 〉 → 〈X,Z〉 obtained by transposing the respective morphisms
I ⋄X ∼= X and
(〈Y,Z〉 ⊗ 〈X,Y 〉) ⋄X
∼=
−→ 〈Y,Z〉 ⋄ (〈X,Y 〉 ⋄X)
1⋄ε
−−→ 〈Y,Z〉 ⋄ Y
ε
−→ Z
of W under the right closure adjunctions. Observe that, as in [10, Lemma 2.1],
this structure makes W into a tensored V-category in the sense of Section 3.4
below: the tensor of X ∈ W by A ∈ V is given by A ⋄X.
Suppose now that A is a monoid in V; its image under the strong monoidal
functor V → [W,W] is then a monoid in [W,W], hence a monad A ⋄ (–) on W.
2.4. Proposition. Given a right closed monoidal action ⋄ : V × W → W and
a monoid A ∈ V, we have, on viewing A as one-object V-category ΣA and
equipping W with the V-enrichment derived from the action, an isomorphism of
categories V-CAT(ΣA,W) ∼= (A ⋄ –)-Alg.
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Proof. To give a V-functor ΣA → W is to give an object X ∈ W and a map
x : A→ 〈X,X〉 in V making the diagrams
I
j
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
j
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
A
x
// 〈X,X〉
and
A⊗A
x⊗x
//
m

〈X,X〉 ⊗ 〈X,X〉
m

A
x
// 〈X,X〉
commute. Transposing under adjunction, this is equally to give an objectX ∈ W
and a map A ⋄X → X satisfying the two axioms for an A ⋄ (–)-algebra. To give
a V-natural transformation F ⇒ G : ΣA → W is to give a map ϕ : I → 〈X,Y 〉
such that the diagram
A
y
//
x

〈Y, Y 〉
〈Y,Y 〉⊗ϕ
// 〈Y, Y 〉 ⊗ 〈X,Y 〉
m

〈X,X〉
ϕ⊗〈X,X〉
// 〈X,Y 〉 ⊗ 〈X,X〉
m
// 〈X,Y 〉
commutes; which, transposing under adjunction and using the coherence con-
straint I ⋄ X ∼= X, is equally to give a map X → Y commuting with the
A ⋄ (–)-actions. This gives the isomorphism V-CAT(ΣA,W) ∼= (A ⋄ –)-Alg;
naturality in A is easily verified. 
We now apply the preceding generalities to the case V = [F,Set]. Transport-
ing the evident monoidal action of Endf (Set) on Set across the equivalence
Endf (Set) ≃ [F,Set] yields a monoidal action ⋄ : [F,Set] × Set → Set, given
as on the left in:
A ⋄X =
∫ n∈F
An×Xn 〈X,Y 〉(n) = Set(Xn, Y ) .
This action is right closed, with the right adjoints 〈X, –〉 being defined as on the
right above. We thus obtain a canonical enrichment of the category of sets to
an [F,Set]-category S with hom-objects given by S(X,Y ) = Set(X(–), Y ); and
by the preceding result, we conclude that:
2.5. Proposition. The embedding of finitary monads into one-object [F,Set]-
categories fits into a pseudocommuting triangle of functors
Mndf (Set)
(–)-Alg
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
//
≃
[F,Set]-CAT .
[F,Set]-CAT(–, S)
ww♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣
CAT
3. Representable [F,Set]-categories
We have now described finitary monads and their algebras in terms of [F,Set]-
category theory, and in the next section, we will do the same for Lawvere theories
and their models. In the current section, we set up the theory necessary to do
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this; as anticipated in the introduction, this will involve showing that ordinary
categories admitting finite powers (i.e., n-fold products A×· · ·×A of each object
with itself) may identified with those [F,Set]-categories admitting a certain class
of absolute colimits.
3.1. [F,Set]-categories, functors and transformations. We begin by un-
folding the basic notions of [F,Set]-category theory. An [F,Set]-category M is
given by the following data:
(i) A set of objects obM;
(ii) For all X,Y ∈ obM and n ∈ F, a homset Mn(X,Y );
(iii) For all X,Y ∈ obM and ϕ : n→ m ∈ F, functorial reindexing operations
ϕ∗ : Mn(X,Y )→Mm(X,Y ) ;
(iv) For all X ∈ obM, an identity map 1X ∈M1(X,X); and
(v) For all X,Y,Z ∈ obM, composition operations, natural in n and m:
Mm(Y,Z)×Mn(X,Y )
m →Mn(X,Z)
(g, f1, . . . , fm) 7→ g ◦ (f1, . . . , fm) ,
obeying the following axioms, wherein we write π1, . . . , πn ∈ Mn(X,X) for the
images of the element 1A ∈ M1(X,X) under the n distinct maps 1→ n in F:
(vi) πi ◦ (f1, . . . , fn) = fi;
(vii) g ◦ (π1, π2, . . . , πn) = g;
(viii) h ◦ (g1 ◦ (f1, . . . , fk), . . . , gj ◦ (f1, . . . , fk)) = (h ◦ (g1, . . . , gj)) ◦ (f1, . . . , fk).
An [F,Set]-functor F : M → N is given by an assignation on objects and
assignations on homsets Mn(X,Y )→ Nn(FX,FY ) which are natural in n and
preserve composition and identities, whilst an [F,Set]-transformation α : F ⇒ G
is given by elements αX ∈ N1(FX,GX) such that
(3.1) αY ◦ Ff = Gf ◦ (αX ◦ π1, . . . , αX ◦ πn)
for all f ∈ Mn(X,Y ). Every [F,Set]-category M has an underlying ordinary
category VM with objects those of M and homsets VM(X,Y ) = M1(X,Y );
with the evident extension to 1- and 2-cells, we obtain a forgetful 2-functor
V : [F,Set]-CAT→ CAT.
3.2. Remark. Axioms (v) and (vii) in the definition of [F,Set]-category force
the maps in (iii) to be given by ϕ∗(g) = g ◦ (πϕ(1), . . . , πϕ(n)); and in fact, this
leads to an alternative axiomatisation of [F,Set]-categories. Suppose we are
given:
(i) A set of objects obM;
(ii) For all X,Y ∈ obM and n ∈ F, a homset Mn(X,Y );
(iv’) For all X ∈ obM and n ∈ F, projection maps π1, . . . , πn ∈ Mn(X,X);
(v’) For all X,Y,Z ∈ obM, composition operations:
Mm(Y,Z)×Mn(X,Y )
m →Mn(X,Z)
(g, f1, . . . , fm) 7→ g ◦ (f1, . . . , fm) ,
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such that axioms (vi)–(viii) are verified. Then we define identities as in (iv) by
1A = π1 ∈ M1(A,A), and functorial reindexing maps as in (iii) by the above
formula; on doing so, (v’) becomes natural in n and m, so yielding (v). This
alternative axiomatisation is a many-object version of the universal algebraists’
notion of abstract clone [6]. In terms of this axiomatisation, an [F,Set]-functor
M → N is given by assignations on objects and on homs which preserve com-
position and the projection maps.
3.3. Remark. An [F,Set]-category also admits a linear composition operation
(3.2)
Mm(Y,Z)×
∏m
i=1Mni(X,Y )→MΣini(X,Z)
(g, f1, . . . , fn) 7→ g ⊗ (f1, . . . , fn)
given by g ⊗ (f1, . . . , fn) = g ◦ ((ι1)∗(f1), . . . , (ιn)∗(fn)) with (ιj : nj → Σini)
m
j=1
the coproduct injections. This composition, together with the identity elements
in (iv) and reindexing maps in (iii), makes M into a cartesian multicategory
(called a Gentzen multicategory in [16]), where we take the set of multimaps
X1, . . . ,Xn → Y to be empty unless X1 = · · · = Xn = X, in which case we
take it to beMn(X,Y ). This in fact gives a further alternative axiomatisation
1
of [F,Set]-categories: they are precisely the cartesian multicategories in which
every multimap X1, . . . ,Xn → Y has X1 = · · · = Xn; the key point is that
composition (v) is definable in terms of (3.2) and (iii) as:
g ◦ (f1, . . . , fm) = (π1)∗(g⊗ (f1, . . . , fn)) (with π1 : n×m→ n the projection).
3.4. Tensors in [F,Set]-categories. The relevant colimits for enriched cate-
gory theory are the weighted (there called indexed) limits of [13, Chapter 3]. For
the moment, we shall need only the following case of the general notion. Given
V a right-closed2 monoidal category and C a V-category, a tensor of X ∈ C by
A ∈ V is an object Z of C and map i : A→ C(X,Z) in V such that for all Y ∈ C,
the composite
(3.3) C(Z, Y )
C(X,–)
−−−−→ [C(X,Z), C(X,Y )]
[i,1]
−−−→ [A, C(X,Y )]
is invertible in V; we may sometimes write Z as A ⊗ X, or say that i exhibits
Z as A ⊗ X. Taking now V = [F,Set] and A = yn = F(n, –), we see that, for
an [F,Set]-category M and an object X ∈ M, a tensor of X by yn is given by
an object Z and map i : yn → C(X,Z)—which by the Yoneda lemma is equally
an element i ∈ Cn(X,Z)—such that for all Y ∈ C, the map (3.3) is invertible.
Unfolding the definitions, this says that for all Y ∈ C and k ∈ F, the function
(3.4)
Ck(Z, Y )→ Ckn(X,Y )
g 7→ g ⊗ (i, . . . , i)
1The correspondence between this axiomatisation and the original one corresponds to the cor-
respondence between the “multiplicative” and “additive” treatment of contexts in the classical
sequent calculus. The basic calculation underlying these correspondences is that, for cartesian
monoidal C, the convolution monoidal structure on [Cop,Set] is again cartesian monoidal.
2Actually, [13] assumes a symmetric monoidal closed base V, but the definition extends
without fuss to the non-symmetric, right-closed case.
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is invertible; here we use the linear composition operation of (3.2).
3.5. Proposition. Let M be an [F,Set]-category. For all X,Z ∈ M, the fol-
lowing data are equivalent:
(a) An element i ∈ Mn(X,Z) exhibiting Z as yn ⊗X;
(b) Elements p1, . . . , pn ∈M1(Z,X) exhibiting Z as the (enriched) power X
n;
(c) Elements i and p1, . . . , pn as above such that
(3.5) i ◦ (p1, . . . , pn) = 1Z and pk ◦ i = πk for all 1 6 k 6 n.
It follows that, in an [F,Set]-category, tensors by representables yn are absolute
colimits in the sense of being preserved by any [F,Set]-functor.
The universal property asserted in (b) of the maps p1, . . . , pn is that, for
all Y ∈ C and k ∈ F, the map of homsets Ck(Y,Z) → Ck(Y,X)
n given by
postcomposition with p1, . . . , pn is invertible. In particular, this implies that Z
is the power Xn in the underlying ordinary category VM.
Proof. Given i as in (a), we define p1, . . . , pn as in (c) by the universal property
of the tensor applied to the maps π1, . . . , πn ∈ Mn(X,X); then the right-hand
equalities in (3.5) are immediate, and the left-hand one follows on precomposing
with i and applying the universal property. Conversely, given (c), we obtain
the inverse to (3.4) required for (a) by sending h ∈ Ckn(X,Y ) to the composite
h ◦ (p1 ◦ π1, . . . , p1 ◦ πk, . . . , pn ◦ π1, . . . , pn ◦ πk) ∈ Ck(Z, Y ).
On the other hand, given p1, . . . , pn as in (b), we define i as in (c) by the uni-
versal property of the power applied to the family (π1, . . . , πn) ∈ Cn(X,X)
n; then
the right-hand equalities in (3.5) are immediate, and the left-hand one follows on
postcomposing with p1, . . . , pn and applying the universal property. Conversely,
given (c), we obtain an inverse Ck(Y,X)
n → Ck(Y,Z) for postcomposition with
p1, . . . , pn, as required for (b), by the mapping (g1, . . . , gn) 7→ i ◦ (g1, . . . , gn).
Finally, since tensors by representables admit the equational reformulation
in (c), they are clearly preserved by any [F,Set]-functor. 
3.6. Remark. The above direct proof could also be deduced from the general
considerations of [26] on absolute colimits. Applied to the case of V-enriched
tensors, the main theorem of ibid. states that tensors by A ∈ V are absolute just
when A admits a left dual Ao in V, meaning that we have maps η : I → A⊗Ao
and ε : Ao ⊗ A → I satisfying the usual triangle identities for an adjunction;
moreover, tensors by A may then be identified with cotensors (the dual limit
notion) by Ao. Specialising to the situation at hand, the object A = yn of
[F,Set] has left dual Ao = hn = n × (–), since hn and yn correspond to the
adjoint finitary endofunctors (–) × n ⊣ (–)n of Set; and so we conclude that
tensors by yn are absolute and correspond to cotensors by hn. Since hn is
isomorphic to the n-fold coproduct I+ · · ·+I of the unit object, a cotensor of X
by hn is equally well an [F,Set]-enriched power X
n, which gives the equivalence
(a) ⇔ (b) of Proposition 3.5; a more refined analysis of the general case also
yields the formulation in (c).
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3.7. Representable [F,Set]-categories. We define an [F,Set]-categoryM to
be representable if it admits all tensors by yn’s. The terminology is motivated by
the observation in Remark 3.3 that a [F,Set]-category can be seen as a particular
kind of multicategory; when seen in this way, our notion of representability
reduces to the standard notion of representability for multicategories—as given,
for example, in [19, Definition 3.3.1].
Let us write [F,Set]-CATrep for the full sub-2-category on the representable
[F,Set]-categories. By (a) ⇒ (b) in Proposition 3.5, the underlying category
VM of a representable [F,Set]-category admits all finite powers; and by the
absoluteness of tensors by representables, the underlying functor V F of any
[F,Set]-functor F : M→N between representable [F,Set]-categories preserves
finite powers. Thus the restriction of the underlying category 2-functor to repre-
sentable [F,Set]-categories factors through CATfp, the 2-category of categories
with finite powers and finite-power-preserving functors.
3.8. Proposition. The 2-functor V : [F,Set]-CATrep → CATfp is an equiva-
lence of 2-categories.
Bearing in mind the identification of [F,Set]-categories with particular carte-
sian multicategories, this result is essentially a special case of the equivalence
between cartesian multicategories and categories with finite products (cf. [16]);
however, the proof is short enough to bear repeating here.
Proof. We exhibit a pseudoinverse 2-functor R : CATfp → [F,Set]-CATrep. For
a category C with finite powers, we take RC to have the same collection of objects,
hom-sets RCn(X,Y ) = C(X
n, Y ), composition given by:
C(Y m, Z)× C(Xn, Y )m → C(Xn, Z)
(g, f1, . . . , fm) 7→ g ◦ 〈f1, . . . , fm〉
and projections π1, . . . , πn ∈ RCn(X,X) = C(X
n,X) the product projections.
Note that RC is representable, since for any X ∈ RC and n ∈ F, the elements
1Xn ∈ RCn(X,X
n) and π1, . . . , πn ∈ RC1(X
n,X) satisfy (3.5) and so exhibit
Xn as a tensor of X by yn. Given next a functor F : C → D in CATfp, the
[F,Set]-functor RF has the same action on objects and action on homs:
C(Xn, Y )
F
−→ D(F (Xn), FY )
∼=
−→ D((FX)n, FY ) .
Finally, for any α : F ⇒ G inCATfp we take Rα to be the [F,Set]-transformation
with the same components; [F,Set]-naturality is easily verified. It is clear that
the 2-functor R so defined satisfies V R ∼= 1, and it remains to show that RV ∼= 1.
Given M a representable [F,Set]-category, RVM has the same objects and
hom-sets (RVM)n(X,Y ) =M1(X
n, Y ), whereXn is a chosen tensor ofX by yn.
The projection maps in RVMn(X,X) = M1(X
n,X) are the maps p1, . . . , pn
exhibiting Xn as the n-fold power of X; whilst composition is given by
M1(Y
m, Z)×M1(X
n, Y )m →M1(X
n, Z)
(g, f1, . . . , fm) 7→ g ◦ i ◦ (f1, . . . , fn)
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where i ∈ Mm(Y, Y
m) exhibits Y m as the tensor of Y by ym. We define an
identity-on-objects [F,Set]-functor RVM→M with action on homs given by
M1(X
n, Y )→Mn(X,Y )
g 7→ g ◦ i
where i ∈ Mn(X,X
n) exhibits Xn as the tensor of X by yn. The universal
property implies that the actions on homs are invertible, and it is immediate
from the definitions that composition and projections are preserved. We thus
have an isomorphism RVM→M; the naturality of these isomorphisms in M
is now easily verified. 
4. Lawvere theories and their models
4.1. Lawvere theories as [F,Set]-categories. As in the introduction, a Law-
vere theory is a category T with finite products whose objects are the distinct
finite powers Xn of a distinguished object X. A morphism of Lawvere theories
is a functor T → T′ strictly preserving finite products and the distinguished
object. Note that the condition on the objects of a Lawvere theory means that
we can replace “finite products” everywhere in the above by “finite powers”; and
on doing so, the definitions immediately translate via Proposition 3.8 into the
language of [F,Set]-category theory. We call a representable [F,Set]-category
M Lawvere if its objects are the tensors yn ⊗X by distinct representables of a
distinguished object X; a functor between two such categories is called Lawvere
if it strictly preserves the distinguished object and its chosen tensors. It is now
immediate from Proposition 3.8 that:
4.2. Proposition. The category of Lawvere theories is equivalent to the category
of Lawvere [F,Set]-categories and Lawvere functors.
4.3. Models of Lawvere theories as [F,Set]-functors. A model of a Law-
vere theory T is a finite-product-preserving functor T → Set; as before, the
restriction imposed on the objects of T means that this is equivalently a finite-
power-preserving functor T → Set, which by Proposition 3.8, is equally a
[F,Set]-functor RT → R(Set). Note that R(Set) is precisely the [F,Set]-
category S defined before Proposition 2.5, and so we have:
4.4. Proposition. The functor which views a Lawvere theory as an [F,Set]-
category fits into a pseudocommuting triangle
Law
(–)-Mod
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
//
≃
[F,Set]-CAT .
[F,Set]-CAT(–, S)
yyss
ss
ss
ss
s
CAT
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5. The equivalence of finitary monads and Lawvere theories
5.1. The representable completion. Having described both finitary monads
on Set and Lawvere theories in terms of [F,Set]-category theory, we now de-
scribe their equivalence in the same terms. The following result is the key to
doing so.
5.2. Proposition. The inclusion 2-functor [F,Set]-CATrep → [F,Set]-CAT
admits a left biadjoint L.
As with Proposition 3.8, this result is an essentially standard one about rep-
resentability in multicategories; see, for instance, [7, Section 7]. The point is not
that the result is new, but rather that the proof we give involves only standard
enriched-categorical notions.
Proof. An [F,Set]-category is representable just when it admits certain absolute
colimits, namely tensors by representables; so L must be given by completion
under these colimits. By [13, Proposition 5.62] and the absoluteness of the
colimits at issue, the unit J : M→ LM of the biadjunction atM is characterised
by three properties: (i) J is fully faithful; (ii) LM is representable; (iii) every
object of LM is a tensor by some yn of an object of M. We may thus obtain
LM by first forming the Cauchy completion QM of M—its completion under
all absolute colimits, described in [3, Section 1]—and then taking LM to be the
closure of M in QM under tensors by representables.
Since tensors by representables satisfy y1 ⊗ X ∼= X and yn ⊗ (ym ⊗ X) ∼=
(yn ⊗ ym) ⊗ X ∼= ynm ⊗ X, this closure process converges after one step, and
so we may as well take the objects of LM to be of the form X(n), representing
the tensor of X ∈ M by yn. Now from the description of QM given in [3], the
hom-objects of LM are given by
LM(X(n), Y (m)) = QM(yn ⊗X, ym ⊗ Y ) = ym ⊗M(X,Y )⊗ hn ,
where as in Remark 3.6, hn = (–)×n is the left dual of yn in [F,Set]. Identities
and composition in LM are obtained from those of M together with the unit
maps I → yn ⊗ hn (for the identities) and counit maps hm ⊗ ym → I (for the
composition). Spelling this out explicitly, we have that
LMk(X
(n), Y (m)) =Mnk(X,Y )
m
with identities given by (π1, . . . , πn) ∈ LM1(X
(n),X(n)) = Mn(X,X)
n, and
composition LMp(Y
(m), Z(k))× LMq(X
(n), Y (m))p → LMq(X
(n), Z(k)) by
Mmp(Y,Z)
k ×Mnq(X,Y )
mp →Mnq(X,Z)
k
(f1, . . . , fk, ~g) 7→ (f1 ◦ ~g, . . . , fk ◦ ~g) .
The tensor ofX(n) by ym isX
(nm), as witnessed by the element i = (π1, . . . , πnm) ∈
LMm(X
(n),X(nm)) = Mnm(X,X)
nm. Finally, the reflection map M → LM
sends X to X(1) and is the identity on homs. 
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5.3. Remark. A priori, the universal property of biadjunction only makes L
pseudofunctorial inM; however, it is easy to see that we may make it strictly 2-
functorial, by defining its action LF : LM→ LN on morphisms by (LF )(X(n)) =
(FX)(n) and with the evident action on homs.
We have now developed enough [F,Set]-category theory to prove:
5.4. Proposition. There is an equivalence Mndf (Set) ≃ Law, fitting into a
pseudocommuting triangle of functors
(5.1)
Mndf (Set)
(–)-Alg
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
//
≃
Law .
(–)-Mod
yyss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
CAT
Proof. To show that Mndf (Set) ≃ Law, it suffices by Propositions 2.2 and 4.2
to exhibit an equivalence between the category A of one-object [F,Set]-categories
and the category B of Lawvere [F,Set]-categories and Lawvere functors. In one
direction, there is a functor B → A sending each Lawvere M to the one-object
sub-[F,Set]-category MX on the distinguished object X. In the other, if M
is a [F,Set]-category with unique object X, then LM becomes Lawvere when
equipped with the distinguished object X(1); and so we have a functor A → B.
IfM has one object, then clearly (LM)X(1)
∼=M; so the composite A → B → A
is isomorphic to the identity. On the other hand, if M is Lawvere, then the in-
clusionMX →M satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) from the proof of Proposition 5.2,
and so exhibits M as the free representable [F,Set]-category on MX ; thus
LMX ≃M. This equivalence is in fact bijective on objects, so that LMX ∼=M
and the composite B → A → B is isomorphic to the identity, as required.
Finally, we must show that the triangle (5.1) commutes to within pseudonat-
ural equivalence. Consider the diagram
Mndf (Set)

//
∼=
Law .

[F,Set]-CAT
L
//
[F,Set]-CAT(–, S)
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
≃
[F,Set]-CATrep
[F,Set]-CAT(–, S)
yyss
ss
ss
ss
s
CAT
The top square commutes to within isomorphism by our construction of the
equivalence Mndf (Set) ≃ Law; whilst the lower triangle commutes to within
pseudonatural equivalence because L is a bireflector into representable [F,Set]-
categories and S is representable. Finally, by Propositions 2.5 and 4.4, the
composites down the left and the right are pseudonaturally equivalent to (–)-Alg
and (–)-Mod respectively; whence the result. 
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6. Functorial semantics
One advantage of Lawvere theories over finitary monads is the relative ease
with which we may consider models in categories other than Set. A model of
a Lawvere theory T in a category C with finite powers is simply a finite-power-
preserving functor T→ C, and the formulation makes it apparent that any finite-
power-preserving functor between theories T → S or semantic domains C → D
induces a functor Mod(S, C) → Mod(T, C) or Mod(T, C) → Mod(T,D) by
pre- or postcomposition, respectively. For a finitary monad on Set, by contrast,
it requires work to define algebras in other categories, and further work to verify
the functoriality of such a definition in the monad T and the semantic domain
C.
The perspective of [F,Set]-category theory dissolves this apparent distinction.
We retain the functorial semantics for Lawvere theories by definingMod(T, C) =
[F,Set]-CAT(RT, RC), but now have an equally clear functorial semantics for
monads on taking Alg(T, C) = [F,Set]-CAT(ΣT, RC). Moreover, the two kinds
of semantics are equivalent: when T is the Lawvere theory corresponding to T,
we have RT ∼= LΣT, so that by the universal property of the representable
completion,
Alg(T, C) = [F,Set]-CAT(ΣT, RC) ≃ [F,Set]-CAT(RT, RC) = Mod(T, C)
pseudonaturally in the representable [F,Set]-category C.
In elementary terms, a T-algebra ΣT→ RC is given by an object X ∈ C and a
monad morphism T→ End(X); here, End(X) = RC(X,X) is the finitary monad
on Set with action on finite sets n 7→ C(Xn,X). A map between T-algebras is
a morphism f : X → Y of C making the square of finitary endofunctors
T //

RC(X,X)
RC(X,f)

RC(Y, Y )
RC(f,X)
// RC(X,Y )
commute; the functor Alg(T, C) → Alg(S, C) induced by a map of monads
S→ T sends T→ End(X) to S→ T→ End(X); whilst the functor Alg(T, C)→
Alg(T,D) induced by a finite-power-preserving F : C → D sends T → End(X)
to T → End(X) → End(FX), where End(X) → End(FX) is the finitary monad
map defined at n by C(Xn,X) → D(F (Xn), FX) ∼= D((FX)n, FX). Let us
make it clear that these definitions are by no means new3; the point is that,
from the [F,Set]-enriched viewpoint, they are essentially forced upon us.
7. Left adjoints to algebraic functors
A functor Alg(T, C) → Alg(S, C) or Mod(T, C) → Mod(S, C) induced by
precomposition with a map of finitary monads or of Lawvere theories is called
3The construction of End(X) is in [25, Section 2] but dates back to Lawvere’s thesis [17];
the analysis in the form just given is essentially in [11, Section 3]
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an algebraic functor. Under reasonable hypotheses on C, such functors have left
adjoints; in this final section, we consider the case where such adjoints can be
constructed from [F,Set]-enriched left Kan extensions in the sense of [13].
7.1. Left Kan extensions. Given V-functors F : A → B and G : A → D, the
left Kan extension4 of G along F is the V-functor LanFG : B → D defined by the
colimit formula (LanFG)(B) = B(F–, B)⋆G. If LanFG exists for all G : A → D,
then by [13, Theorem 4.43] it provides the values of a (ordinary) functor
LanF : V-CAT(A,D)→ V-CAT(B,D) ,
left adjoint to precomposition with F . When V is [F,Set], D = RC is a rep-
resentable [F,Set]-category, and F : ΣS → ΣT is the [F,Set]-functor induced
by a map of finitary monads, we see that LanF must provide a left adjoint for
the algebraic functor Alg(T, C) → Alg(S, C); similarly, when F is the [F,Set]-
functor RS→ RT induced by a map of Lawvere theories, LanF must provide a
left adjoint for the algebraic functor Mod(T, C)→Mod(S, C).
7.2. Relative tensors. In taking the left Kan extensions yielding left adjoints
to algebraic functors, we will need a more general kind of weighted colimit than
the tensors introduced previously. The following definitions are special cases of
ones in [27]; note that the material of [13] is not applicable, as it assumes that V
is biclosed symmetric, whereas we assume only right closure without symmetry.
Let S = ΣS be a one-object V-category; by a right S-module, we mean a right
module for the underlying monoid S. If b : B ⊗ S → B is a right S-module,
then so too is A ⊗ b : A⊗ B ⊗ S → A ⊗ B, and the assignation (A, b) 7→ A⊗ b
underlies a monoidal action V × S-Mod→ S-Mod. The action is right closed,
with 〈B,C〉 being defined as the equaliser of the two maps
[B,C]
[b,1]
−−−→ [B ⊗ S,C] and [B,C]
–⊗S
−−−→ [B ⊗ S,C ⊗ S]
[1,c]
−−−→ [B ⊗ S,C] ,
so that, by the argument of Section 2.3, we have an enrichment of S-Mod to a
tensored V-category; when seen in this way, we write it as PS.
Given a V-functor S → C, comprising an object X ∈ C and a monoid mor-
phism x : S → C(X,X) which we might think of as a left S-action on X, we
have a lifting of the hom-functor C(X, –): C → V through the forgetful PS → V,
obtained by equipping each C(X,Y ) with the right S-action
C(X,Y )⊗ S
1⊗x
−−−→ C(X,Y )⊗ C(X,X)
m
−→ C(X,Y ) .
Now given X with its left S-action and a right S-module A, the relative tensor of
X by B over S is given by an object A⊗SX ∈ C and a map i : A→ C(X,A⊗SX)
4We follow Kelly in reserving the name “left Kan extension” for what [4, 22] call a pointwise
left Kan extension: one computed at each object by a weighted colimit in the codomain category.
A left adjoint to an algebraic functor may exist without being computed by pointwise Kan
extension—for example, Alg(S,C) and Alg(T, C) could be locally presentable, and the adjoint
constructed by the methods of [12]—but that relies on something more than intrinsic [F,Set]-
categorical properties of C, and so is outside our remit.
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of right S-modules such that, for every Y ∈ C, the map
C(A⊗S X,Y )
C(X,–)
−−−−→ PS(C(X,A ⊗S X), C(X,Y ))
PS(i,1)
−−−−−→ PS(A, C(X,Y ))
is invertible in V.
7.3. Relative tensors in [F,Set]-categories. The key to describing relative
tensors in [F,Set]-categories is the following result, a standard part of the folk-
lore on algebraic theories:
7.4. Proposition. If S is a finitary monad on Set and S the corresponding
Lawvere theory, then PΣS ∼= R[Sop,Set].
Proof. By its construction, PΣS is a tensored [F,Set]-category, and so in partic-
ular representable; it thus suffices to show that its underlying ordinary category
is isomorphic to [Sop,Set]. Now, for any A ∈ [F,Set], to give a map A⊗S → A
is to give maps An× (Sm)n → Am or equally maps (Sm)n → (Am)An, natural
in n and m. Since S(n,m) = (Sn)m, this is to give a graph morphism Sop → Set
which (by naturality in n and m) restricts along F→ Sop to give back A. Impos-
ing the requirement that A⊗S → A satisfy the unit and associativity conditions
for a right module now forces the graph morphism Sop → Set to be a functor, so
that, in sum, a right ΣS-module is equally a pair of A : F → Set together with
an extension of A through F→ Sop; which is equally just a functor Sop → Set.
Arguing similarly for the morphisms, we conclude that the underlying category
of PΣS is isomorphic to [Sop,Set], as claimed. 
We now characterise relative tensors in a representable [F,Set]-category in
terms of colimits in the underlying ordinary category which distributive over
finite powers. First we make the sense of this distributivity precise. Let C
be a category with finite powers, and D : A → C a functor whose values are
taken in powers Xn of some fixed object X of C. Suppose that i : D ⇒ ∆Z
is a colimiting cocone for D. For each k ∈ N, write Dk : Ak → C for the
functor (a1, . . . , ak) 7→ D(a1)×· · ·×D(ak) (note these products will exist by the
assumption onD), and ik : Dk ⇒ ∆(Zk) for the induced cocone with components
ia1 × · · · × iak . If the cocone i
k is colimiting for each k, we say that the colimit
of D distributes over finite powers.
7.5. Proposition. Let C be a category with finite powers, and S a finitary monad
on Set. The relative tensor of X : ΣS → RC by A ∈ PΣS exists if and only if
the composite ordinary functor
(7.1) D = el A˜→ S
X˜
−−→ C
admits a colimit which distributes over finite powers; here, S is the Lawvere
theory associated to S, the presheaf A˜ ∈ [Sop,Set] corresponds to A ∈ PΣS under
Proposition 7.4, and X˜ : S→ C is the essentially-unique finite-power-preserving
functor whose restriction ΣS→ RS→ RC is isomorphic to X.
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The colimit of D is thus the (unenriched) weighted colimit A˜ ⋆ X˜ , given in
coend notation5 by
∫ n∈S
A˜n · X˜n. The distributivity of the colimit over finite
powers is the requirement that, for all k ∈ N, we have a canonical isomorphism
(
∫ n
A˜n · X˜n)k ∼=
∫ n1,...,nk(A˜n1 × · · · × A˜nk) · X˜(n1 + · · ·+ nk) ,
in the sense that the evident cocone of maps exhibits the left-hand side as the
colimit on the right. Note that if C is a cartesian closed category, then any colimit
in C distributes over finite powers; thus if C is cartesian closed and cocomplete
(in particular, if C = Set) then RC admits all [F,Set]-enriched relative tensors.
Proof. For any Y ∈ C, we induce as in Section 7.2 a right ΣS-module structure
on the hom-object RC(X,Y ), which under the isomorphism of Proposition 7.4
is easily identified with the presheaf C(X˜, Y ) ∈ [Sop,Set]. In these terms, the
the universal property of the tensor Z = A⊗S X mandates isomorphisms
(7.2) RC(Z, Y ) ∼= R[Sop,Set](A˜, C(X˜, Y ))
in [F,Set], induced by composition with a universal map i : A˜ → C(X˜, Z) in
[Sop,Set]. To give i is to give functions A˜n→ C(X˜n, Z) natural in n ∈ S, thus
a cocone i : D ⇒ ∆Z under (7.1) with vertex Z. Evaluating (7.2) at 1 ∈ F,
we see that this cocone must be colimiting; evaluating at k ∈ F, we find that
composition with ik induces isomorphisms C(Zk, Y ) ∼= [Sop,Set](A˜k, C(X˜, Y )).
Since [Sop,Set] is cartesian closed, we calculate that
(7.3)
A˜k = (
∫ n
A˜n · yn)
k ∼=
∫ n1,...,nk(A˜n1 × · · · × A˜nk) · yn1 × · · · × ynk
∼=
∫ n1,...,nk(A˜n1 × · · · × A˜nk) · yn1+···+nk ,
so that [Sop,Set](A˜k, C1(X˜, Y )) is equally the set of cocones D
k ⇒ ∆Y ; the
natural isomorphism of this with C(Zk, Y ) specified by (7.2) now asserts that
ik : Dk → ∆(Zk) is a colimiting cocone, as required. 
7.6. Left adjoints to algebraic functors. We are now finally in a position
to describe when left adjoints to algebraic functors can be obtained by [F,Set]-
enriched Kan extension. The construction given in the following result is once
again not new, at least when stated in the form stated in (iii) and (iv); what is
new is its abstract justification via the universal property in (i) and (ii).
7.7. Proposition. Let F : S → T be a map of finitary monads on Set and
G : S→ T the associated map of Lawvere theories, inducing the left-hand square
of [F,Set]-functors in:
ΣS
ΣF

η
// RS
RG

X
// RC .
ΣT
η
// RT
5This is merely notation: we are only asserting the existence of the colimit whose universal
property is expressed by this coend, and not that of the copowers A˜n · X˜n constituting it.
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Here, the maps labelled η exhibit RS and RT as LΣS and LΣT. Let C be a
category with finite powers, and let X as displayed above be an S-model in C, with
Xη : ΣS→ RC the corresponding S-algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The Kan extension LanRG(X) : RT→ RC exists;
(ii) The Kan extension LanΣF (Xη) : RT→ RC exists;
(iii) The ordinary functor
D : G ↓ A
pi1−−→ S
V X
−−−→ C
(where A is the distinguished object of T) admits a colimit which distributes
over finite powers;
(iv) The unenriched Kan extension LanG(V X) : T → C exists and is a finite-
power-preserving functor.
Once again, the hypotheses of this proposition will always be satisfied when
C is cartesian closed and cocomplete, so in particular when C = Set.
Proof. Assume (i). By [13, Theorem 5.35], we have X ∼= Lanη(Xη), and so
LanRG(X) ∼= LanRG.η(Xη) ∼= Lanη.ΣF (Xη). As η : ΣT→ RT is fully faithful, it
follows that (LanRGX).η ∼= LanΣF (Xη), as required for (ii). Conversely, given
(ii), the left Kan extension of LanΣF (Xη) along η : ΣT→ RT exists, again by [13,
Theorem 5.35], and is isomorphic to LanRG(X) as above, giving (i).
We next show that (ii) ⇔ (iii). By definition, LanΣF (Xη) has its value at the
unique object of ΣT given by the relative tensor T ⊗ΣS (Xη); here T is regarded
as a right ΣS-module via the action
T ⊗ S
1⊗F
−−−→ T ⊗ T
µ
−→ T .
Under the isomorphism of Proposition 7.4, this right module is easily seen to
correspond to the presheaf T(G,A) ∈ [Sop,Set] (with A the distinguished object
of T); whence, by Proposition 7.5, the relative tensor T ⊗ΣS (Xη) exists if and
only if the conditions in (iii) hold.
Finally, we show (iii) ⇔ (iv). The value at An of LanG(V X) is given by the
(unenriched) weighted colimit T(G,An) ⋆ V X; but T(G,An) ∼= (T(G,A))n and
so, repeating the calculation in (7.3), this weighted colimit can be computed as
the conical colimit of Dn : (G ↓ A)n → C. Thus the existence and finite-power-
preservation of LanG(V X) is equivalent to the existence and distributivity of
colim D, as required. 
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